
The Velec 2PA 800 perfectly distributes the bulk quantities of your products.

The Velec 2PA 800 distributes the bulk quantities of your products in a perfectly ordered, controlled and 
regularly-paced fashion. It operates either by distributing units, with the product being dropped in at random, 
or by distributing batches with a bulkdrop hopper. 

With its built-in storage hopper, it operates without the need for permanent supervision. The products are 
automatically fed towards the distribution plates thanks to a system that detects the levels in each plate.
Its user-friendly and intuitive design and its shape are perfectly suited to the operator. The human/machine 
interface combines a touch screen control panel with the start/stop functions so that you can adjust the 
product’s batch quantities, the speed, the production rate and the synchronisation with the other parts of 
your production line.

In short, each machine is designed according to your needs to fit in perfectly with your production line.
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Sweet Food Product :

chocolate truffles, sweets, chewing-gum, pieces of fruits...

Savoury Food Products :

Savoury Food Products: onions, olives, cherry tomatoes, mozzarella balls...

Fozen Products :

meat balls, sausages, merguez sausages... 

APPLICATIONS

The entire machine is made of 304 and 316L STAINLESS STEEL

The plates are made of food-grade HDPE

Compliant with directives 2006/42/CEE or 89.392/CEE modified

TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS

Single or double plate

Multi-product machine with interchangeable plates

Hopper storage capacity

Single-quantity distribution plate (containers, cells, pizzas...)

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Example of a 30mm product:

- single quantities distributed: 360 prods/min - 21,600 prods/hr

- batches of 12 items distributed: 60 batches/min - 720 prods/min - 43,200 prods/hr

Production rate variable according to the size of the products and the number of products per batcht 

PRODUCTION RATES
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